ABSTRACT

The title of this research is the affection Facilitie of study to studied output in Accounting subject (case study at grade XI IPS SMA Pasundan 8 Bandung. The purpose of this research are to find out: 1) student’s facility of study 2) how much affection of facility of study to student’s studied output in grade XI IPS at accounting subject SMA Pasundan 8 Bandung. The research method is Assosiatif causal with data collection technique is Quisioner and object of the research are 31 students data analyse used IBM SPSS 22.0 for windows. Instrument testing technique on this research is validity test and reliability test. Results of the research of facility of study is in “Best” category indicate with average score result 80,664 with presentase 80,66% and facility of study has positive infection in learning process at class and could increase student’s learning outcome in grade XI IPS 2 at SMA Pasundan 8 Bandung with influence contribution 38,1% change. This thing indicate 61,9% is contribution from other infection factor.

The conclusion of this research is if facility of study has significant part for students in school, with facility of study can increases student’s studied output. As the end of the research, writer give suggestion to school for complete facility of study to increases student’s studied output. To students need to carry out the facilities and used in affected to in learning process students can be happy. Convertable and can get a maximal student’s studied output. To teacher please give the complete facilities in accounting subject like visual aid and learning media till students be easy to know the learning concept in accounting subject. And to next researcher could do a advance research about facilities of study on the other subject with different material up to enlarge the exist research.
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